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Intermittent theta-burst stimulation to the right dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex may increase potentiated startle in healthy
individuals
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Repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) treatment protocols targeting the right dlPFC have been effective in reducing
anxiety symptoms comorbid with depression. However, the mechanism behind these effects is unclear. Further, it is unclear
whether these results generalize to non-depressed individuals. We conducted a series of studies aimed at understanding the link
between anxiety potentiated startle and the right dlPFC, following a previous study suggesting that continuous theta burst
stimulation (cTBS) to the right dlPFC can make people more anxious. Based on these results we hypothesized that intermittent TBS
(iTBS), which is thought to have opposing effects on plasticity, may reduce anxiety when targeted at the same right dlPFC region. In
this double-blinded, cross-over design, 28 healthy subjects underwent 12 study visits over a 4-week period. During each of their
2 stimulation weeks, they received four 600 pulse iTBS sessions (2/day), with a post-stimulation testing session occurring 24 h
following the final iTBS session. One week they received active stimulation, one week they received sham. Stimulation weeks were
separated by a 1-week washout period and the order of active/sham delivery was counterbalanced across subjects. During the
testing session, we induced anxiety using the threat of unpredictable shock and measured anxiety potentiated startle. Contrary to
our initial hypothesis, subjects showed increased startle reactivity following active compared to sham stimulation. These results
replicate work from our two previous trials suggesting that TMS to the right dlPFC increases anxiety potentiated startle,
independent of both the pattern of stimulation and the timing of the post stimulation measure. Although these results confirm a
mechanistic link between right dlPFC excitability and startle, capitalizing upon this link for the benefit of patients will require future
exploration.

Neuropsychopharmacology; https://doi.org/10.1038/s41386-024-01871-w

INTRODUCTION
Anxiety disorders are among the most prevalent types of
psychiatric conditions, with approximately twenty percent of
individuals in the United States meeting the criteria in a year [1].
Those grappling with anxiety disorders often encounter challenges
in maintaining focus, concentration, and managing their attention,
which can significantly impact everyday functioning [2]. Although
these cognitive impairments are widespread, there is still a lack of
understanding of the underlying mechanisms responsible for these
deficits. A crucial aspect of understanding the anxiety/cognition
interaction lies in grasping how regions responsible for cognitive
control in the prefrontal cortex contribute to the expression and
regulation of anxiety. The dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) is
recognized for its significance in these interactions, playing an
active role in working memory [3–6], and emotional regulation
[7–9]. However, it remains uncertain whether the dlPFC’s involve-
ment facilitates the manifestation or the regulation of anxiety.

Neuroimaging data show that the right dlPFC may play a pivotal
role in the regulation of anxiety [7–9]. Our research has
demonstrated several key findings in this regard. Firstly, we
observed that the right dlPFC is activated in response to
unpredictable threat, and this activation is inversely associated
with the startle responses recorded outside of the scanner [10].
Secondly, we found that challenging cognitive tasks also engage
the right dlPFC in response to unpredictable threat, and this
activation is positively linked to cognitive task performance [11].
Furthermore, tasks that involve the right dlPFC have been shown
to reduce state anxiety potentiated startle [5]. In individuals with
anxiety disorders, including mixed generalized and social anxiety
disorder, our studies have revealed that the right dlPFC exhibits
either heightened or diminished activation compared to control
groups, depending on the specific task performed [3, 12]. These
findings align with previous research that has established a
connection between abnormal activity in the right dlPFC and
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deficits in attentional control, observed in both anxiety patients
and highly anxious individuals without clinical diagnoses
[3, 12–21]. However, it is crucial to note that while accumulating
evidence suggests a strong association between right dlPFC
activity and anxiety regulation, these results are correlational.
Noninvasive neuromodulation techniques like transcranial

magnetic stimulation (TMS) allow us to causally test such brain-
behavior hypotheses by experimentally modulating neural activity
in a target region or network [22]. Our work targeting the right
dlPFC in anxiety has led to mixed results. In a previous study, we
measured anxiety potentiated startle in healthy volunteers before
and after continuous theta burst stimulation (cTBS), which is
thought to induce long-term depression like changes in synaptic
plasticity [23–28], and found that startle increased after active
compared to sham cTBS [29]. Although these results are
potentially consistent with hypotheses that the dlPFC mediates
top-down control of anxiety [7–9], they are inconsistent with our
previous work which demonstrated that stimulating the right
dlPFC with (presumably) excitatory 10 Hz stimulation also
increases anxiety potentiated startle [30]. Therefore, to disen-
tangle these findings, here we measured startle before and after
active or sham intermittent TBS (iTBS), which is thought to induce
long-term potentiation like changes in synaptic plasticity [23–28].
Aside from the pattern of stimulation, all other experimental
parameters were similar to those in our cTBS study [29].
Accordingly, we hypothesized that iTBS would have opposing
effects on anxiety potentiated startle, resulting in a net decrease in
startle after active compared to sham stimulation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
Based on our previous work, we anticipated a moderate effect size (cohen’s
d ~ 0.5–0.6). We set our power to detect an effect at 0.8 and used a
corrected two-tailed alpha of 0.025. Accordingly, we anticipated needing
25–30 subjects to detect a difference between the active and sham
conditions. We recruited 33 right-handed participants between the ages of
18–50 from the Philadelphia, PA metropolitan area between 9/2021 and 10/
2022 to participate in this study. The exclusion criteria include current or

past mood or anxiety disorder(s) as identified with the Structured Clinical
Interview for DSM-5 research version (SCID-5-RV), MRI/TMS contraindications
(claustrophobia, implanted metal, history or increased risk of seizure,
epilepsy, etc.), any significant medical or neurological conditions (heart
disease, respiratory illness, cardiovascular illness, neurological illness, etc.),
and use of medications acting on the central nervous system. For a
complete list, see www.clinicaltrial.gov (Identifier: NCT05322239).
A total of 28 participants completed the study (18 females, 10 males,

mean age= 23.75 years, SD= 4.26). Five consented subjects were
excluded from the final sample due to withdrawal from the study (1 due
to scheduling; 2 no-shows; 1 due to headache from TMS stimulation; 1 due
to feeling claustrophobic during MRI scan). All participants signed an
informed consent form, and the protocol was approved by the Institutional
Review Board for human subject research at the University of Pennsylvania.
The authors assert that all procedures contributing to this work comply
with the ethical standards of the relevant national and institutional
committees on human experimentation and with the Helsinki Declaration
of 1975, as revised in 2008.

Procedure
General. Participants completed 8 study visits over the course of 4 weeks
(Fig. 1A). During Week 1, participants completed the consent/pre-test visit
and the targeting visit. The consent/pre-test visit entailed consent,
screening questionnaires, and the pre-iTBS task sessions. Tasks included
the no-shock, predictable-shock, unpredictable-shock (NPU) task (Fig. 1B),
and the Sternberg working memory task (Fig. 1C). The targeting (MRI) visit,
which was used to identify an individualized TMS target, included
anatomical, resting and task (Sternberg) scans. During Weeks 2 and 4,
subjects completed 2 days (2 sessions per day) of either active or sham
iTBS, followed by a post-iTBS testing visit on the third day. The order of
active and sham visits was counterbalanced across subjects. The post iTBS
testing visit included the NPU and Sternberg WM tasks.

Consent visit procedure. First, subjects signed the informed consent form.
They then completed the MRI safety form, the TMS adult safety screen
(TASS), a medical history questionnaire, the coordinator administered the
SCID, and an eligibility checklist. Subjects who met screening criteria
continued to complete the demographics questionnaire, Montgomery-
Asberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS), the State/Trait Anxiety Inventory
(STAI), and the Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI). Afterwards, they completed
the pre-stimulation test visit procedure.

Fig. 1 Schematic of the study designs. A Diagram showing protocol flow. NPU and Sternberg performance was measured before and after
4 sessions of either active or sham iTBS. B Diagram showing design of the NPU task. Blocks of neutral, predictable, and unpredictable
conditions were presented. During the neutral periods, subjects could not receive a shock (lightning bolt). During the predictable periods,
subjects could receive a shock only during the cue (shapes). During the unpredictable periods, subjects could receive a shock at any time.
Blink responses to white noise probes (arrows) were measured throughout the task. C Diagram showing the Sternberg WM task. Subjects
viewed a series of letters and either 1) maintained them in the order presented or 2) sorted them in alphabetical order. Lightning bolts
indicate task that include shock presentations.
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Targeting visit procedure. Subjects were escorted to the scanner and
given ear plugs, a button box, an emergency squeeze ball, and padding to
minimize head movement. Next, structural scanning was completed from
start to finish without intervention. Afterward, subjects then completed 1
run of the Sternberg WM task and 2 resting state runs.

Test visit procedure. Upon arrival, subjects were prepared for testing. Their
skin was cleaned and prepped with an exfoliant gel. Afterward, electrodes
were attached for electromyography (EMG), electrodermal activity (EDA),
and shock delivery. Next subjects completed a shock workup and a startle
habituation task. Subjects then completed 2 runs of the NPU task followed
by 2 runs of the Sternberg+threat task.

TMS visit procedure. To prepare subjects for TMS, they were given a
swimcap affixed with neuronavigation sensors, and scalp stimulation
(sham) electrodes. The neuronavigation sensors were then registered to
their MRI scan using fiducial points. On the first TMS visit, subjects’ motor
threshold was obtained using the parameter estimation by sequential
testing (PEST) procedure [31]. During each TMS session, subjects
completed a single run of the Sternberg WM task followed by a 600-
pulse train of iTBS and then another run of the Sternberg WM task.
The purpose of including the Sternberg runs before and after the iTBS train
was to activate and prime the working memory processes in the
right dlPFC in an effort to control the subjects’ brain state during the
stimulation [22]; however, it should be noted that the concept to
use tasks to “control” brain state is still a speculative idea without clear
testing. During each TMS visit, they were given 2 TMS sessions separated
by a 30-minute break.

Materials
NPU (Testing sessions). During testing sessions, subjects did 2 runs of the
NPU threat task, which consisted of alternating blocks of neutral (no
shock), predictable (at risk for shock only during cue), and unpredictable
threat (at risk for shock throughout) [10, 30, 32]. Predictable and
Unpredictable blocks were separated by a neutral block to yield the
following two block orders: NPNUNUNP, NUNPNPNU. Subjects were
informed of the threat contingencies prior to the task, and the block type
was displayed at the top of the screen. Blocks contained “cue” and
intertrial interval (“ITI”) trials during which white noise was presented
during the presence or absence of a visual cue, which were (8 s) simple
colored (orange, teal, and purple) shapes (triangle, square, and pentagon).
Colors and shapes varied across conditions. Each of the 4 Neutral blocks
had 2 trials per conditions, while Predictable (x2) and Unpredictable (x2)
blocks had 4 trials per condition for a total of 16 trials per condition across
the two runs. Three shocks were presented during each run during either
the cue (predictable condition) or the ITI (unpredictable condition) of a
randomly selected trial. Subjects rated their anxiety from 0 (not anxious) to
10 (extremely anxious) throughout the task.

Sternberg+ threat WM task (Testing sessions). After the NPU runs, subjects
completed 2 runs of the Sternberg+ threat WM task, which consisted of a
series of WM trials presented during safe (no shock) and threat (shock at
any time) conditions, designed to test the effects of arousal on WM
performance. Like the NPU task, subjects were informed of the
contingencies prior to the task. Subjects were shown a blue circle during
safe blocks and an orange circle during threat blocks. During these safe
and threat blocks, subjects completed several “maintain” and “sort” WM
trials. Each trial started with an instruction keyword to indicate the trial
type. Then, subjects viewed a series of 5 letters, followed by a brief
retention interval, where subjects were asked to either retain the letters in
the order that they were presented (maintain) or rearrange the letters in
alphabetical order (sort). After this interval, subjects were prompted with a
letter/number combination, and they had to indicate with a button press
whether the position of the letter in the series matched the number. Half
of the trials were matches, and half were mismatches. The duration of the
letter series (1.5–2.5 s), retention interval (6.5–8.5 s), and intertrial interval
(5–8 s) were jittered across trials, while the duration of the instructions (1 s)
and response prompt (3 s) were fixed. Two shock trials were presented in
each run during random threat trials. Importantly, these “shock trials” were
added to the design, and subsequently discarded from the analysis to
avoid contamination by the shock delivery. Safe and threat blocks
alternated and there were 2 of each block type per run. Block order was
counterbalanced across runs. There were 3 trials per condition per block
for a total of 12 trials per condition.

Sternberg WM task (targeting session). During the targeting session,
subjects completed a single run of the Sternberg WM task, while fMRI was
recorded. There were no threat blocks and no shock during this targeting
session. There were 12 trials each for the sort and maintain conditions. The
duration of the letter series (1.5–2.5 s), retention interval (6.5–8.5 s), and
intertrial interval (5–8 s) were jittered across trials, while the duration of the
instructions (1 s) and response prompt (3 s) were fixed. All other aspects of
the task were similar to the Sternberg+threat task.

Sternberg WM task (TMS sessions). During the TMS sessions, subjects
completed short runs of the Sternberg WM task before and after iTBS
administrations. Like in the targeting session, there was no shock and no
threat. There were 4 trials each for the sort and maintain conditions pre
run. All other aspects of the task were similar to the targeting session run.

White noise. During the NPU task, subjects received occasional 40-ms,
white noise presentations (103-dB, instantaneous rise time), via standard
over-the-ear headphones (Sennheiser HD280PRO, Sennheiser electronic
GmbH & Co., Wedemark, Germany) [33].

Startle habituation (Testing sessions). At the start of each testing session,
subjects received 9 unsignaled white noise presentations spaced
approximately ~17 s apart.

Electromyography. Facial EMG was recorded from 15 × 20mm hydrogel
coated vinyl electrodes (Rhythmlink #DECUS10026; Columbia, SC) attached
just below the left eye (orbicularis oculi muscle) and sampled at 2000 Hz
using a Biopac MP160 unit (Biopac; Goleta, CA) via.

EMG processing. EMG data were processed using the analyze_star-
tle package developed by Dr. Balderston (https://github.com/balders2/
analyze_startle). The EMG signal was bandpass filtered from 30 to 300 Hz,
rectified, and smoothed using a 20-ms sliding window. Startle responses
were extracted scored as the peak (max during the 20ms to 120ms post-
noise burst window) – the baseline (50ms pre-noise window). Raw startle
responses were then converted to t-scores (tx= [Zx × 10] + 50). Trials with
excess noise (baseline SD > 2× run SD) were counted as missing data. Trials
with no blink (peak < baseline range) trials were coded as 0.

Shock. Shocks were delivered to the subject’s left wrist via disposable
11mm Ag/AgCl electrodes (Biopac Item number EL508; Goleta, CA),
spaced ~2 cm apart. The shock stimulus consisted of a 100ms train of 2 ms
pulses delivered at 200 Hz using a using a DS7A constant current
stimulator (Digitimer #DS7A, Ft. Lauderdale, FL). The intensity of the shock
was calibrated prior to each testing session using an individualized workup
procedure. Subjects rated each shock on a scale from 1 (not uncomfor-
table) to 10 (uncomfortable but tolerable) until the subject reached their
reported “level 10”. Subsequent shocks were delivered at the same level
for the remainder of the testing session.

Scans. MRI data was acquired using a 3 Tesla Siemens Prisma scanner
with a 64-channel head coil (Erlangen, Germany). Structural scans included
a T1-weighted MPRAGE (TR = 2200ms; TE = 4.67ms; flip angle= 8°) with
160, 1 mm axial slices (matrix= 256 × 256; field of view (FOV) = 240
mm× 240mm), and a T2-weighted image (TR = 3200ms; TE = 563ms;
flip angle= variable) with 160, 1 mm sagittal slices (matrix= 256mm×
256mm; FOV = 240mm× 240mm). Each task and rest run included 615
whole-brain BOLD images (TR = 800ms; TE = 37ms; flip angle= 52°;
Multi-band acceleration factor= 8) comprised of 72, 2 mm axial slices
(matrix= 104 × 104; FOV = 208mm× 2008mm) aligned to the AC-
PC line.

fMRI Pre-processing. Sternberg WM data were processed using the
afn_proc.py script distributed with the AFNI software package [34]. The
following the following preprocessing blocks: tshift, align, volreg,
blur, mask, scale, regress were used. During preprocessing, 1) the
images were slice time corrected, 2) images were aligned to the T1 data
using an Local Pearson Correlation cost function, 3) individual volumes
were registered to the image with the fewest outliers, 4) images were
blurred with a 2mm Gaussian kernel, 5) images were then masked using
the union of the EPI brain mask and the skull-stripped T1, 6) they were
then scaled so the mean of each voxel timeseries was 100. The first 4 TRs
and TRs with greater than 0.5 mm displacement or greater than 15% of
voxels registered as outliers were scrubbed from the timeseries prior to the
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GLM. The first-level GLM included regressors of no interest corresponding
to the 6 primary motion vectors and their derivatives, and a set of
polynomial regressors to model the baseline. Task events were modeled
with variable duration blocks to account for jittering in the timing of the
events.

Head modeling. The SimNIBS software package (Version 2.1) was used to
create finite element models representing the head and coil geometries
from the T1 and T2 scans [35]. Images were first segmented into tissue
compartments (i.e. scalp, skull, CSF, gray matter, and white matter), then
meshed using gmsh subroutines [36].

Target localization. Data from the Sternberg WM task was used to identify
the target coordinates for each subject (Fig. 2D) [29, 30]. BOLD maps from

the retention interval were masked with a functional region of interest
encompassing the right dlPFC, defined from a group-level analysis using a
previously collected Sternberg WM dataset [3, 37]. Then activity was
contrasted across sort and maintain trials and the peak voxel within this
mask was extracted and used as a target. Target site coordinates were then
projected to the scalp mesh using a nearest neighbor search.

Electric-field (e-field) calculations. For the e-field models, the roll and pitch
of the coil were defined perpendicular to the cortex at the site of
stimulation. There were multiple (24) e-field models conducted at evenly
spaced (15 degrees) yaw orientations centered on the scalp target. The
e-field magnitude was then averaged within the right dlPFC region of
interest, and the yaw orientation corresponding to the maximal E-field
within this region of interest was used for stimulation [30, 37].

Fig. 2 dlPFC BOLD and performance from the Sternberg targeting run. A Accuracy during the sort and maintain trials. B Reaction time
during the sort and maintain trials. C BOLD data extracted from the group-level mask shown in panel D. D Solid mask represents the group
level region of interest that we used to confine the single subject fMRI peaks. Spheres represent the single-subject peaks for WM-related
activity during the Sternberg WM task. E Whole-brain BOLD responses for the Sort > Maintain contrast. Cool colors represent maintain > sort
effects. Warm colors represent sort >maintain effects. Bars represent the mean ± SEM. Asterisks indicate that p < 0.05.
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Active stimulation. A Magventure MagPro X100 stimulator with a B65AP
(active/placebo) figure-8 coil was used for the iTBS sessions. We masked
the active and sham sides of the coil and assigned them blinded labels
(e.g. A= active, B= sham). The label key was maintained by an employee
of the center that was not a member of the study staff and not directly
involved in the collection or analysis of the data. All study staff were
blinded to the label assignments.

Sham stimulation. The sham side of the B65AP has the same visual
characteristics as the active side. However, it has an internal magnetic
shield that limits the output (sham output <5% of the active output).
During sham sessions, electric stimulation was delivered to the scalp
concurrent with each TMS pulse to match the sensation of the active
stimulation. Importantly, the sham e-stim pulse was titrated to match the
sensation of the active TMS pulse. To deliver the e-stim, 15 × 20mm
hydrogel coated vinyl electrodes (Rhythmlink #DECUS10026; Columbia, SC)
were attached to the scalp, adjacent to the stimulation site. Active and
sham e-stim cables were created to deliver (or not) e-stim pulses to the
scalp only during the sham TMS sessions. These cables were blinded and
assigned labels to match the corresponding coil side so that each session
always included either active TMS or active e-stim, but never both.

Motor threshold determination. Motor threshold was determined from
EMG recordings of the first dorsal interosseous muscle using the adaptive
PEST algorithm [38]. Because the motor threshold procedure required
active stimulation, a B65 coil was used. Importantly, this coil was calibrated
against the B65AP coil to ensure comparable output during the iTBS
sessions.

iTBS parameters. During each iTBS session, ten 60-pulse iTBS trains were
delivered at 100% of RMT. The trains consisted of 3 50 Hz bursts repeated
at intervals of 200ms (5 Hz) for 2 s of stimulation separated by 8 s gaps, for
a total of 600 pulses per session.

Neuronavigation. We used the Brainsight (Rogue Research Inc, Montreal,
Canada) frameless stereotaxic neuronavigation system for neuronaviga-
tion. We generated nifti files aligned to the subject’s native space T1 image
to mark the target and orientation of the coil. These files were loaded into
Brainsight, and scalp and cortical surfaces were generated from the T1.
Prior to TMS, the subject’s head was co-registered to the T1 using fiducial
points at the nasion and tragi, and 50–100 refinement points distributed
evenly across the scalp. The subject’s target and orientation files were used
to create a Brainsight trajectory, the TMS was delivered according to this
trajectory, and the accuracy was recorded by the Brainsight software.

Statistical analyses
Targeting session performance. Percent correct and reaction time were
averaged across trials for each subject and condition. To calculate the
dlPFC BOLD effect, first-level GLM betas from the retention interval were
extracted using voxels from the dlPFC targeting mask. Paired sample
(Sort > Maintain) t-tests then conducted on these values.

Targeting session whole-brain BOLD. As a manipulation check, we
conducted voxelwise analyses of BOLD responses during the retention
interval at the whole-brain level. We extracted first-level GLM beta values and
performed a paired-sample t-test using the AFNI program 3dttest++. We
used the cluster-based thresholding, as implemented by the AFNI program
3dClustSim [39] with a t-tailed voxelwise p-value of 0.001, a non-Gaussian
(i.e. autocorrelation function) [40] estimation of the smoothness of the BOLD
data, and clusters comprised of voxels with adjoining faces or edges. We ran
10,000 Monte Carlo simulations with these parameters, which resulted in a
minimum cluster size of 33, 2-mm isotropic voxels.

Testing session Sternberg threat WM performance. Percent correct and
reaction time were averaged across trials for the sort and maintain trials
during safe and threat blocks. WM-related effects were examined by
creating WM-related difference scores (Sort – Maintain). A 2 (Coil: Active vs.
Sham) ×2 (Condition: Safe vs. Threat) repeated measures ANOVA was
conducted on these difference scores.

NPU anxiety ratings and startle. Anxiety ratings at the onset of each WM
presentation were extracted and averaged across trials. EMG data were
processed, and startle magnitude was averaged across trials. For both
ratings and startle, APS (anxiety-potentiated startle) and FPS (fear-

potentiated startle), difference scores were created from the rating and
startle data (FPS: Predictable Cue – Predictable intertrial interval; APS_ITI:
Unpredictable intertrial interval – Neutral intertrial interval). A 2 (Coil:
Active vs. Sham) ×2 (Trial type: FPS vs. APS_ITI) repeated measures ANOVA
was conducted on these values.
Outliers (i.e. values greater than 2 SD) were truncated to 2 standard

deviations from the mean (i.e. x(|x >M ± 2*SD|)=M± 2*SD) for all
measures. Significant 2-way interactions and multi-level 1-way main
effects were probed using post hoc paired-sample t-tests.

RESULTS
Sternberg performance during fMRI targeting session
As a manipulation check, we measured accuracy, reaction time,
and BOLD during the pre-TMS fMRI targeting session. We sampled
the BOLD activity using the single subject targets identified by the
targeting algorithm. For all 3 measures, we used a paired-sample
t-test to compare maintain and sort trials (Fig. 2).

Accuracy and reaction time. We found no significant difference
for accuracy (t(24)= 0.78; p= 0.443; d= 0.16; Fig. 2A), but a
significant main difference for reaction time (t(24)= 2.13;
p= 0.044; d= 0.43; Fig. 2B), such that subjects were faster on
the maintain trials than on the sort trials, as shown in our previous
studies [3, 5, 29].

dlPFC BOLD. As designed, we found significantly greater BOLD
activity at the target site for the sort compared to the maintain
trials (t(27)= 4.41; p < 0.001; d= 0.83; Fig. 2C), indicating that our
fMRI-guided targeting approach was successful at identifying
single subject targets for working memory manipulation. See
Fig. 3 for a distribution of these targets in MNI space.

Whole-brain BOLD during fMRI targeting session
In addition to sampling BOLD at the single subject target sites, we
also examined the effect of working memory manipulation on
voxel-wise whole-brain BOLD activity during the retention interval.
As expected, these results generally replicated previous work
showing broad activation in frontal and parietal regions thought
to be important for attention and working memory, as well as
deactivation of regions within the default mode network (e.g.
ventromedial prefrontal cortex, posterior cingulate cortex, hippo-
campus, etc.; Fig. 2E and Table 1) [41–45].

Effect of iTBS to the right dlPFC on Sternberg performance
Subjects performed the Sternberg task 24 h after the last session
of (active/sham) iTBS. The task included periods of safety and
threat. Accordingly, we used a 2 (coil: active vs. sham) ×2
(Condition: safe vs. threat) repeated measures ANOVA.

Accuracy. For accuracy we found no significant main effect of
either coil (f(1,27)= 0.29; p= 0.594; eta-squared= 0.01; Fig. 3A)
or condition (f(1,27)= 0.07; p= 0.792; eta-squared= 0), and
no coil by condition interaction (f(1,27)= 0.01; p= 0.943; eta-
squared= 0).

Reaction time. We observed a similar pattern for reaction time,
with no main effects (coil: f(1,27)= 1.36; p= 0.253; eta-squared=
0.05; condition: f(1,27)= 1.1; p= 0.304; eta-squared= 0.04; Fig. 3B)
or interactions (f(1,27)= 0.01; p= 0.946; eta-squared= 0).

Effect of iTBS to the right dlPFC on anxiety during NPU task
Subjects also completed the NPU task 24 h after the last session of
(active/sham) iTBS. We recorded both anxiety ratings and startle
responses during the task. We examined the effect of iTBS on the
standard FPS and APS responses generated from this task using a
2 (coil: active vs. sham) ×2 (response: FPS vs. APS) repeated
measures ANOVA.
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Ratings. For the ratings, we found no significant main effect of
coil (f(1,27)= 0; p= 0.988; eta-squared= 0; Fig. 4A) and no coil by
response type interaction (f(1,27)= 1.65; p= 0.21; eta-squared=
0.06). These results suggested that the coil did not influence
subjective anxiety levels, consistent with the double-blind design
of the study. However, we did find a significant main effect of
response type (f(1,27)= 46.52; p < 0.001; eta-squared= 0.63),
suggesting that subjects increased their ratings more from Neutral
to Unpredictable than they did from the Predictable ITI to the
Predictable cue periods.

Startle. For startle, we found a significant main effect for both
coil (f(1,27)= 5.1; p= 0.032; eta-squared= 0.16; Fig. 4B) and
response type (f(1,27)= 10.48; p= 0.003; eta-squared= 0.28).
However, we found no coil by response type interaction
(f(1,27)= 0; p= 0.979; eta-squared= 0). Consistent with previous
studies, FPS responses were greater than APS responses [10, 30].
More importantly, both FPS and APS increased after active
compared to sham iTBS.

DISCUSSION
In the current study, we administered 4 sessions of active or sham
iTBS to the right dlPFC of healthy volunteers and measured the
effect of this stimulation on fear and anxiety potentiated startle
24-h post stimulation. We targeted the right dlPFC using fMRI
activity during the maintenance interval of the Sternberg WM
paradigm [3–6] and used e-field modeling to optimize and
individualize the coil orientation [37]. We used a strong within-
subject design with an appropriate sample size and a large
washout period to avoid carry-over effects. We used the well-
validated NPU threat paradigm to elevate arousal during the pre
and post stimulation testing periods and included both objective
(startle) and subjective (ratings) measures of anxiety as primary
outcome measures [46–53]. Contrary to our hypothesis, we found
that active stimulation compared to sham iTBS increased, rather
than decreased, the magnitude of the anxiety potentiated startle.
This study is the latest in a series of studies conducted by our

group dating back nearly a decade, aimed at understanding the
relationships between anxiety, cognition, and the right dlPFC. We
initially observed a link between anxiety and right dlPFC activity in
a study examining working memory performance in anxiety
patients using the N-back task [12]. We found that anxiety patients
generally had reduced right dlPFC activity in this task, suggesting
a potential deficit in right dlPFC processing [3]. Consistent with
this anxiety/cognition link, we found that threat of shock
increased right dlPFC activation on a pattern separation task,

but only during lure trials that required a difficult mental
comparison with the target stored in WM [11]. Interestingly, this
right dlPFC activity also correlated with performance in this study
[11]. In another study, we found that simple visual cues (e.g.
geometric shapes) could elicit dlPFC activity when presented
during unpredictable threat blocks [10]. Critically, the dlPFC
activity in that study was also negatively correlated with startle
levels outside the scanner [10]. Consistent with the idea that the
right dlPFC can help regulate anxiety, further work from our group
showed that tasks that drive dlPFC activity (i.e. complex WM tasks)
could also reduce anxiety potentiated startle [5]. Finally, our
results are consistent with a broader set of findings suggesting
that emotion regulation activates the dlPFC [7–9], dlPFC stimula-
tion can facilitate emotion regulation [54], and that lesions of the
dlPFC can impair emotion regulation [55].
Our general approach is to use these psychophysiology and

neuroimaging studies to generate hypotheses about brain/
behavior connections, and to then test these hypotheses using
causal neuromodulation techniques. Based on the top-down
inhibition model, we initially hypothesized that boosting right
dlPFC activity would lead to greater inhibition and thus reduce
anxiety potentiated startle [56–58]. We tested this by recording
APS before and after 10 Hz stimulation in a within-session
paradigm [30]. Consistent with our current results, but counter
to our initial hypothesis, we found increases in APS following
active but not sham 10 Hz stimulation [30]. Since these results
were surprising, we wanted to rule out any potential off-target
within-session effects by testing at 24 h. Accordingly, for our next
study we recorded APS before and 24 h after 4 sessions of cTBS to
the right dlPFC [29]. Given that previous research in anxious
patients showed efficacy for right lateralized low-frequency
stimulation [59–64], and that cTBS is similarly thought to induce
long term depression like effects [23–28], we expected to show
reduced APS following active but not sham stimulation. Again,
counter to our initial hypothesis, we found increased APS 24 h
after active but not sham cTBS. These results were potentially
consistent with the top-down inhibition model, in that they
showed that potential long term depression like effects in right
dlPFC also led to potential decreases in top-down inhibition and
net increases in anxiety potentiated startle [56–58]. However, they
potentially conflicted with our earlier findings and still offered no
direct path toward TMS-induced startle reduction. This brings us
to our current work. Again, based on the top-down inhibition
model and our previous cTBS results, we hypothesized that if
inducing long term depression like effects in the right dlPFC
results in a net increase in startle then inducing long term
potentiation like effects in the right dlPFC should result in a net

Fig. 3 Accuracy and reaction time during the Sternberg WM task. A Percent correct during the Sternberg+threat WM task. B Reaction time
during the Sternberg+ threat WM task. Bars represent the mean ± SEM.
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Table 1. Coordinates from sort vs. maintain contrast.

Region label Coordinates t-score Volume

X Y Z

Left Superior Parietal Lobule −33 −59 47 9.27 47583

Right Cerebellum VIII 4 −70 −40 7.71 27450

Left Rectal Gyrus −2 36 −16 −6.32 23325

Left Inferior Frontal Gyrus p. Triangularis −41 31 22 6.98 20534

Right ParaHippocampal Gyrus 18 −4 −19 −6.54 11482

Right Middle Cingulate Cortex 11 30 27 6.50 9279

Right Insula Lobe 35 18 −3 6.21 8594

Left Cerebellum Crus 2 −32 −74 −31 6.94 7900

Left Temporal Pole −42 19 −22 −7.85 7027

Left Middle Temporal Gyrus −53 −7 −10 −6.06 6149

Right Superior Frontal Gyrus 33 10 65 5.69 3651

Left Pallidum −24 −15 −3 5.75 2841

Left Inferior Temporal Gyrus −52 −58 −14 6.82 2725

Right Posterior Cingulate Cortex 3 −46 25 −5.83 2707

Left Superior Frontal Gyrus −27 7 69 6.45 2585

Right Superior Temporal Gyrus 56 −28 20 −5.35 2526

Left Insula Lobe −29 23 0 7.62 2394

Right Inferior Temporal Gyrus 43 −53 −4 6.26 2318

Right Precentral Gyrus 38 3 32 6.06 2088

Right Middle Cingulate Cortex 4 −16 39 −5.41 1885

Cerebellar Vermis 3 1 −48 −19 5.56 1165

Right Middle Occipital Gyrus 53 −77 3 −6.36 789

Left Calcarine Gyrus −7 −76 14 4.43 626

Left SupraMarginal Gyrus −49 −26 24 −5.04 614

Left Angular Gyrus −55 −70 30 −4.19 600

Right Insula Lobe 37 −16 4 −5.17 408

Right Thalamus 14 −3 5 5.66 397

Left Superior Parietal Lobule −17 −43 76 −4.85 341

Right Middle Temporal Gyrus 58 −65 24 −4.40 261

Right Rolandic Operculum 56 3 7 −4.28 255

Right Caudate Nucleus 20 2 16 4.69 189

Right Insula Lobe 40 −8 −10 −4.33 171

Right Thalamus 13 −28 18 7.01 137

Cerebellar Vermis 9 −2 −57 −31 4.61 120

Right Anterior Cingulate Cortex 25 37 0 4.05 111

Right Middle Temporal Gyrus 65 −9 −19 −4.10 104

Brainstem 0 −37 −41 4.31 84

Right Superior Frontal Gyrus 24 49 −4 4.09 72

Brainstem 7 −17 −25 −5.04 72

Left Cerebellum VIII −28 −37 −44 5.01 71

Left Precuneus −15 −43 6 −4.36 52

Right Postcentral Gyrus 15 −40 66 −3.91 44

Right SMA 13 −5 67 −4.26 44

Left Thalamus −7 −14 −4 4.14 39

Left Cerebellum VIII −15 −64 −42 4.14 38

Right Inferior Frontal Gyrus p. Opercularis 34 17 31 3.98 37

Left Cerebellum VIII −28 −58 −34 3.91 33

Left Insula Lobe −37 −15 24 −4.04 33
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decrease in startle (see caveats related to these assumptions
below). Accordingly, we recorded APS before and 24 h after active
or sham iTBS. We expected to show decreases in APS following
active but not sham stimulation. Once again, counter to our initial
hypothesis for this study, but consistent with all previous results,
we observed the opposite. That is, APS was increased following
active but not sham iTBS. It is critical to note that targeting,
dosing, motor thresholding, and neuronavigation methods were
all held constant across these studies.
Although the findings are similar across the cTBS and iTBS

(current) studies, we believe it is premature to imply that cTBS and
iTBS have equivalent effects on anxiety potentiated startle, as there
may be subtle differences to which we are not sensitive.
Additionally, while it might be tempting to conclude from these
studies that any intervention that affects right dlPFC activity will
increase anxiety, we believe that this conclusion is premature. The
issue of healthy controls vs. patients is also a very important topic.
For instance, there are several trials in patients with anxiety
disorders suggesting that 1 Hz rTMS to the right dlPFC can reduce
anxiety symptoms [59–64]. In a small trial delivering bilateral-
sequential rTMS to patients with MDD and comorbid GAD, 11 out of
13 achieved remission for their anxiety symptoms [61]. Similarly,
retrospective studies of anxious MDD patients showed that
depression protocols, including 1 Hz stimulation to the right dlPFC
could reduce anxiety symptoms [62–64]. Finally, anxiety patients
receiving 1 Hz rTMS have shown greater improvements in response
and remission rates compared to sham stimulation [59, 60]. In PTSD,
there’s some evidence that high frequency stimulation to either the
left or right dlPFC is therapeutic [65, 66]. Similarly, iTBS to the right
dlPFC can reduce anger [67] and improve PTSD symptoms [68, 69].
Based on these results, one might conclude that healthy control
studies might not provide the optimal guidance for TMS studies in
patients. As discussed below, TMS may differentially impact arousal
levels in healthy controls and patients by differentially impacting
working memory related processing in the dlPFC. Additionally, the
healthy volunteer studies described here (including the current
study) all use startle as an outcome measure. Importantly, startle is a
physiological index of arousal that, at best, only reflects a single
symptom dimension experienced by patients with anxiety, and may
not capture the most critical subjective features of anxiety [70]. This
may mean that clinically it may be more important to target the
subjective features of anxiety. There is some support for this
conclusion coming from studies showing that high frequency left
dlPFC stimulation can improve anxiety symptoms in anxious and
depressed individuals [71].

Our results also raise questions regarding the behavioral
significance of patterned theta burst stimulation. That is, we find
little difference in behavioral outcomes when we stimulate the
right dlPFC with continuous vs. intermittent TBS. Given that we
cannot directly measure changes in synaptic plasticity in such
non-invasive studies, we cannot examine the differential effects
of continuous vs. intermittent TBS on synaptic changes. Instead,
we raise the testable hypothesis that for dlPFC stimulation,
perhaps the specificity of the changes matter more than
the direction. According to this hypothesis, it may be possible
to modulate the behavioral effects of TBS by modifying the
context during which the TBS is delivered. That is, it may
be possible to use contextual elements to activate specific
synaptic connections so that they are more plastic when the TBS
is administered [22].
Although this specificity hypothesis may account for why cTBS

and iTBS induce similar effects, it is not sufficient to explain why
these effects are opposite of what we expected (i.e. increased
startle). One possible explanation for these counterintuitive results
is that modulating right dlPFC activity interferes with ongoing
emotion regulation. Indeed, there are strong data supporting the
idea that both the left and right dlPFC play a role in emotion
regulation [7–9]. However, the observation that low-frequency
(inhibitory) rTMS to the right dlPFC tends to reduce anxiety
symptoms in depressed individuals runs counter to the emotion
regulation hypothesis [59–64]. Instead, we speculate that the
primary functional domain of the right dlPFC may be non-verbal
emotional working memory, and that the behavioral effects of
neuromodulation to the right dlPFC may depend on the valence
of the emotional content in these emotional working memory
stores, which might differ in healthy individuals compared to
patients with anxiety [72]. Support for this comes from work
showing Left lateralized activity for verbal WM, right lateralized
activity for spatial WM [73]. Although speculative, this model raises
the testable hypothesis that there may be differential effects of
rTMS in patients versus healthy controls because rTMS may
interfere with the maintenance of negative emotional content in
patients and positive emotional content in healthy subjects. In any
case, future work should explicitly explore laterality effects by
directly comparing the effects of left and right dlPFC stimulation
on anxiety expression. Additionally, given the untested and
speculative nature of using tasks to control brain state during
stimulation, future studies should include both verbal and non-
verbal measures of mood and anxiety and determine whether
these facilitate stimulation.

Fig. 4 Anxiety ratings and startle during the NPU threat task. A Anxiety ratings reported on a scale from 0 to 10. B Potentiated startle
represented as T-scores. For both measures, difference scores were calculated to correspond to Fear (FPS: Predictable Cue – Predictable ITI),
Anxiety during the ITI (APS_iti: Unpredictable ITI – Neutral ITI). Bars represent the mean ± SEM. Asterisks indicate that p < 0.05.
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STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES
Among the strengths of our study, we used a robust within-
subject crossover design that included an adequate sample size
and a 1-week washout period to test the effects of active vs. sham
stimulation. We used an individualized fMRI-guided targeting
approach based on the Sternberg WM paradigm, which is known
to strongly drive BOLD activity in the dlPFC [3–6]. We used e-field
modeling to optimize and individualize the orientation of the TMS
coil in order to maximize the e-field magnitude at the site of
stimulation [37]. We used a well-validated, extensively researched
unpredictable threat of shock paradigm, which is known to
robustly induce sustained levels of elevated arousal [46–53]. We
then measured this anxiety using reliable objective (startle) and
subjective (ratings) measures that allowed us to distinguish
between mechanistic changes in arousal (i.e. differences in APS)
as a function of cTBS and off-target expectancy effects (i.e.
potential changes in anxiety ratings) due to placebo responding
[29, 30]. Finally, we used a double-blind design with an active
scalp-stimulating sham condition to minimize unintentional
unblinding [74–77].
Despite these strengths, it should be noted that this study was a

mechanistic trial conducted in healthy volunteers. Accordingly, it
would be premature to generalize these findings to the symptoms
and experiences of individuals suffering from anxiety disorders.
Future work should be conducted in these individuals to
understand the degree to which the mechanisms of anxiety
expression and regulation differ in clinical anxiety. Finally, given
the clinical success of 1 Hz stimulation, in anxious individuals
[59–64], future research should be conducted using this pattern of
stimulation in non-depressed anxiety patients. It should also be
noted that TBS protocols are associated with considerable
interindividual variability in clinical and physiological measures
[78]. Although we tried to mitigate this variability by using
individualized fMRI and e-field based targeting and online
neuronavigation, future studies should replicate and extend these
findings to larger samples with additional convergent outcome
measures.

CONCLUSIONS
Here we administered active vs. sham iTBS to the right dlPFC and
measured changes in anxiety potentiated startle. We found that
active but not sham iTBS led to an increase rather than decrease in
startle. These results extend our previous work and highlight the
mechanistic link between right dlPFC functioning and arousal, and
further suggest that the specificity (i.e. cells or connections
targeted) of intervention may be more important than the pattern
of intervention, raising the testable hypothesis that context
dependent stimulation may improve rTMS efficacy. Future
research should extend these findings to anxiety patients.
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